UCSD Retirement Association
Emeriti Faculty Lecture Series
2021-2022  Ω  12:00 PM-1:30 PM

To attend, please RSVP HERE
Zoom meeting link will be shared in reminder emails
All events to be held via Zoom unless otherwise noted

Friday, September 10, 2021
"Fixing U.S. Immigration and Asylum Policy: Making Roof Repairs During a Hurricane"
Wayne Cornelius, Theodore Gildred Distinguished Professor of Political Science and US-Mexican Relations, emeritus, UCSD

Monday, October 4, 2021
“The Political Economy of the Irish Welfare State An Intercontinental Conversation between Brothers” presented by Professor Fred Powell followed by a discussion led by Professor Emeritus Henry Powell, Pathology.

Wednesday, October 6, 2021
“Kumeyaay history in Southern California and the struggle to protect sacred Indian burial sites” presented by Ross Frank, Associate Professor of History

Monday, October 25, 2021
“James Cameron’s DEEPSEA CHALLENGE Expedition: Diving to the Ocean’s Deepest Depths” presented by Kevin Hardy, Retired Chief Engineer, SIO

Wednesday, November 3, 2021
“Accents & Dialects for the Theater and for Life” presented by Professor Emeriti Eva Barnes, MFA

Tuesday, November 30, 2021
“On the Road Again: The Life of a Touring Stage Manager” presented by Professor Emeritus Steven Adler, Theatre

Thursday, January 27, 2022
“A Deep Dive into the SIO Fleets” presented by Dr. Bob Knox, Research Oceanographer, SIO

Wednesday, February 2, 2022
“UC SAN DIEGO @ PARK & MARKET: San Diego’s Newest & Dynamic Downtown Center” presented by Dean Mary Lindenstein Walshok

Thursday, February 17, 2022
“Corporate Governance: Why Countries Differ So Much In How Their Economies Work” presented by Professor Emeritus Peter Gourevitch, Political Science, School of Global Policy and Strategy

Wednesday, April 6, 2022
“Multilingual San Diego: Language Loss and Revitalization” presented by Professor Emerita Ana Zentella, Ethnic Studies

Thursday, April 21, 2022
“Where has the Time Gone? A Presentation focused on NASA Earth Observations” presented by Professor Emeritus Jean-Bernard Minster, Geophysics

Monday, May 16, 2022
“China, Religion, and Civil Society” presented by Professor Emeritus Richard Madsen, Sociology